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ABSTRACT Plug-in connector of gas insulated bus (GIB) could be subject to the wear and electrical
contact resistance (ECR) deterioration processes under cyclic mechanical and current loads. A specific
test platform is designed to simulate the current-carrying wear and ECR degradation process of Ag-plated
GIB electrical contact spot inside SF6, N2 and Air insulation mediums under current loads. Worn surface
morphology and chemical composition are observed and analyzed. Influence of insulation medium and
current load on deterioration mechanism of GIB electrical contact are discussed. Raw ECR curve obtained
from current-carrying experiment is smoothed by the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
method. A long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network is then proposed to realize both single-step and
multi-step ECR and failure predictions of GIB electrical contact. Results show that adhesive wear on contact
surface happened due to materials transfer. Deterioration of contact spot inside air medium is much severer
than those in SF6 and N2 due to oxidation effect. Deterioration of contact spot inside SF6medium under high
current load is severer than those under low current load due to the change of wear behavior and chemical
reactions. Compared with other methods, LSTM could achieve better performance in both single-step and
multi-step failure prediction of GIB electrical contact.

INDEX TERMS Electrical contact resistance (ECR), gas insulated bus (GIB), insulation gases, LSTM.

I. INTRODUCTION
The gas insulated bus (GIB) is an essential component of the
gas insulated switchgear (GIS) and gas insulated line (GIL) as
high-voltage and large-current power transmission apparatus.
Slidable plug-in connector is used to realize electrical contact
in bus connection of GIB equipment. Operation reliability
of GIB equipment is dependent on contact status of plug-in
connector [1]. Even overheating on several seriously deterio-
rated contact elements could inducemelting, partial discharge
and flashover of GIB equipment, then cause catastrophic
consequences such as GIB equipment damage and power
grid knock down [2], [3]. Influenced by the pressure-vessel
insulation design, and cyclic mechanical and current loads
during GIB equipment operation, contact interface of the GIB
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plug-in connector is subject to complex current-carryingwear
processes [4]–[6]. In order to ensure the safety operation
of GIB equipment, it is essential to study the deterioration
behavior and ECR degradation process of GIB electrical
contact inside various insulation gases under current loads
thus in order to evaluate its health condition and residual
useful life (RUL).

Current-carrying wear process could happen on closed
electrical connector when two contact elements are subject to
relative movements induced by cyclic mechanical and current
loads [7], [8].Wear behaviors and influence factors of various
current-carrying contact pairs inside air atmosphere were
researched in [9], [10]. Results show that the current-carrying
wear behavior is influenced by contact materials, mechani-
cal displacement, contact force and current loads. The ECR
increase and contact deterioration process are related to the
formation and accumulation of high resistivity oxidized wear
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of current-carrying wear experiment platform and contact resistance measurement.

debris inside contact zone. Atmosphere is one critical fac-
tor that could influence current-carrying wear behaviors.
Atmosphere and gas pressure could influence friction behav-
ior of pure metals through chemisorption on metal contact
surface [11]. Influence of test atmospheres on tribological
behavior of different electrical contacts with surface coatings
was studied in [12]–[14]. Results show that atmosphere could
react with contact metals, and the chemical surface film could
influence the wear processes and ECR degradation behaviors.
However, due to usage of special SF6 gas and large operation
currents, current-carrying wear behavior of GIB contact has
attracted few previous attentions.

Failure prediction is an essential aspect for the reliabil-
ity design, and maintenance of electrical contact. Several
failure prediction methods were applied on various type of
electrical contacts. A failure prediction method of circular
electrical connector by oxide-film accumulation mechanism
and particle filter method was introduced in [15]. Residual
life of electrical connector predicted by intermitted failure
and hidden Semi-Markovmodel was introduced in [16]. Elec-
trical contact endurance of silver coating was defined by a
modified Archard law in [17]. Machine learning technology
has also attracted attention on the electrical endurance and
failure prediction of electrical connectors [18]. Reliability of
electrical contact could strongly affect the safe operation of
GIB equipment. However, current service life evaluation
of GIB contact only considered wear of sliver coating under
the constant daily cyclic mechanical loads [19], and there is
still no effective failure prediction method of GIB electrical
contact due to the lack of deterioration behavior research and
ECR degradation dataset.

The main aim of this work is to reveal the contact deteri-
oration behavior and develop a failure prediction method of
GIB electrical contact inside different insulation gases under
mechanical and current loads. This is a specific application
involving current-carrying wear and electrical contact. How-
ever, the wear behavior and ECR deterioration process of
electrical contact play essential roles in reliability design,

installation and operation maintenance of GIB equipment.
Thus, research on the wear deterioration behavior and failure
prediction method of GIB electrical contact have both theor-
ical and application significances.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, a specific
current-carrying wear experiment platform is designed first
to measure ECR degradation curve of GIB contact specimen
inside different insulation gases subject to cyclic mechanical
and current loads. In section 3, failure mechanisms of contact
specimen are discussed by the surface morphology inspec-
tion and chemical composition analysis. In section 4, con-
tact failure threshold, raw ECR data smoothing, and failure
prediction algorithm are introduced. Architecture of LSTM
model is given in section 5. Model merits comparison, both
single-step and multi-step ECR and failure prediction results
are discussed in section 6.

II. EXPERIMENT SET-UP
A specific current-carrying wear physical experiment plat-
form (Fig.1) was designed to investigate the contact degra-
dation process and deterioration behaviors of GIB contact
inside different insulation gases, mimicking the operation
environment of GIB equipment. Contact specimen with com-
parable structure of prototype GIB electrical contact con-
sists of the upper copper contact element and the lower
aluminum contact element. Contact surface is plated with
silver to enhance electrical conductivity. The lower contact
element (movable contact) is fixated on a horizonal guide
rail. Controlled constant amplitude sinusoidal wave mechan-
ical cyclic displacement load is applied by a voice-core
motor with displacement sensor (grating ruler). The voice-
core motor is attached to horizonal guide rail via a shaft
through the motive seal on left side of the pressure vessel.
The upper contact element is attached to spring force adjuster
to provide normal contact force. A force sensor is adopted
to measure normal contact force. Different insulation gases
sealed inside the pressure vessel are inflated through gas
valve.
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A. CONTACT SPECIMEN CONFIGURATION
Typical GIB capsule includes metal tank, insulator, bus con-
ductor and plug-in connector (Fig.2(a)). Electrical insulation
of GIB capsule is realized by insulation gas and insulator.
Plug-in connector consists of tens of parallel contact elements
to separate large load current (more than 1kA), and operation
current on each contact element is normal tens of amperes.
Due to electrical contact resistance and temperature rise, con-
tact spot has the worst working condition. To avoid the system
complexity and uncertain results of entire GIB connector,
single contact spot of GIB connector was selected as contact
specimen (Fig.2(b)). Copper static contact element is repre-
sented by the upper contact specimen. Aluminum movable
contact element is represented by the lower contact specimen.
Parameters of contact specimen are listed in Table. 1.

FIGURE 2. Schematic structure of GIB and electrical contact specimen.

TABLE 1. Parameters of GIB contact specimen.

B. CONTACT RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT
A 4-point method is used to measure the ECR of GIB electri-
cal contact specimen based on Ohm’s law (Fig.1). Constant
test current is supplied by a programmable current source
(range 250A, precision 0.1A). Contact voltage drop between
contact specimen was measured by a 6 1/2 digital microvolt
meter (Keithley 2000, voltage resolution 0.1µV). Contact
resistance are then calculated by the division of contact volt-
age drop with respect to test current.

Connection wires of force sensor, current source and volt-
age meter are expanded out the sealed electrical terminals
on the right side of the pressure vessel. Programable cur-
rent source and digital microvolt meter are connected to an
industrial personal computer (IPC) through RS-232 cables to
record test current, voltage drop, and then calculate the ECR.
Output of the force sensor is linked with data acquisition

(DAQ) card through signal conditioning circuit. The DAQ
card (Advantech-USB-4716, 16 channels, 16Bit, 200 kS/s)
is connected to IPC through USB cables to record the contact
force. The contact force and ECR are recorded by a dedicated
software programmed by the LabVIEW platform.

C. EXPERIMENT PROCESS
Current-carrying experiment process of GIB electrical con-
tact is as follows. First, upper and lower contact specimen
are prepared and attached to the corresponding fixtures.
To remove greases, dusts and oxidation layers on surface,
contact specimen are cleaned by alcohol with ultra-sonic
cleaner in advance. Second, pressure vessel is pumped to
vacuum condition (residual gas pressure is 133Pa according
to field installation requirement of GIB equipment [21]).
0.4 Mpa insulation gases are then inflated into pressure ves-
sel, 12 hours waiting period is used to confirm no obvious
gas leakage. Third, after ensuring all wires are correctly
connected, and data acquisition system is initiated to record
data. Experiment parameters (contact force, mechanical and
current loads) are set and experiment begins. After the exper-
iment, the contact specimen is sealed inside vacuum package
for conducting worn surface morphology and chemical com-
posite analysis.

III. CONTACT DETERIORATION ANALYSIS
Degradation behaviors of GIB electrical contact specimen
inside different insulation gases under mechanical and cur-
rent loads were simulated on designed current-carrying wear
experiment platform. The current wear test conditions are
as follows: cyclic relative displacement is sinewave with
amplitude 500µm and 1 Hz frequency under low current
load of 20A and high current load of 60A from typical
daily mechanical and current loads of GIB capsule. Normal
contact force amplitude is set as 30N according to design
parameters of GIB plug-in connector [25]. Insulation gas is
air, SF6 and N2. Gas pressure is set as 0.4Mpa according
to insulation design of GIB equipment (SF6), and gas pres-
sure of air and N2 are also set as 0.4Mpa to maintain the
pressure parameter. ECR sample interval is set as 10s during
experiment to obtain enough sequence dataset. Worn surface
morphology and material composition of contact specimen
were observed and analyzed by the 3-D surface profiler,
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) after experiment.

3-D Surface profile of GIB electrical contact specimen
obtained by surface profiler after experiment with SF6 gas
under 20A test current is shown in Fig.3. Results show that
severe adhesion friction happened on the contact surface due
to the differences of contact material harnesses. Worn surface
is formed on the softer lower contact specimen (Aluminum
alloy 6063T6 with the Young’s module of 69 GPa). Wear
debris which consist of softer sliver plate and aluminum are
attached on the harder upper contact specimen (Copper T2Y
with the Youngs’s module of 110 GPa). Adhesion wear on
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FIGURE 3. 3-D surface profile of GIB electrical contact specimen.

contact surface could break the silver coating and generate
high-resistivity surface layer causing the ECR to increase.

A. INFLUENCE OF INSULATION GAS MEDIUM
For the complexity of current-carrying wear mechanisms
influenced by mechanical wear/crack, chemical reaction and
current-induced heating, ECR deterioration curves show non-
linear behaviors and only measured ECR values inside dif-
ferent insulation gases are focused and discussed. Raw ECR
deterioration curves of GIB electrical contact inside different
insulation gases under 60A current load are shown in Fig.4.
Results show that the insulation gases affect the ECR deterio-
ration curve: 1) ECR deterioration of contact specimen inside
air is much severer than those in SF6 and N2 gases. This
is mainly due to the strong oxidation effect and formation
of high resistivity oxidation film on contact surface inside
air. 2) ECR deterioration of contact specimen inside SF6 gas
is severer than that inside N2 gas. This is probably due to
the following reasons: the local heating on contact spot, SF6
gas decomposition [20]–[22], chemical reaction between SF6
decomposition product and contact material, and high resis-
tivity chemical reaction product formed on contact surface.

FIGURE 4. Raw ECR curves inside different insulation gases.

B. INFLUENCE OF LOAD CURRENT
Contact surface morphology and chemical composition of
GIB contact specimen under 20A and 60A test currents inside
SF6 insulation gas are shown in Fig.5. Results show that
under low test current (20A), mechanical wear is dominant
on contact surface with obvious wear scar (SEM image of
Fig.5(a)). Only contact metal and slight oxygen are found
in EDX spectrum (Fig.5(a)), which indicates that no obvi-
ous chemical reaction happened between insulation gas and
contact material. However, under the local heating by high
test current (60A), the smooth scar morphology indicates that
fusion welding has happened inside contact surface (SEM
image of Fig.5(b)). Fluoride and sulphide composites besides
contact metal are found in EDX spectrum (Fig.5(b)), which
indicates that under local heating on contact surface by high
load current, chemical reaction happens between SF6 decom-
position product and contact materials [20]–[22], and high
resistivity reaction product could accelerate contact deterio-
ration process.

FIGURE 5. Surface morphology and chemical composition of GIB contact.

IV. FAILURE PREDICTION ALGORITHM
In order to evaluate operation reliability of GIB electrical
contact, a failure prediction model based on LSTM neural
network was developed. Overall framework of LSTM based
RUL prediction process consisting of data processing, model
construction and failure prediction is illustrated in Fig.6.
During data processing stage, raw ECR curve is first obtained
through the current-carrying wear experiment. Raw ECR
curve is then smoothed and normalized. Processed ECR data
is labeled and split into training dataset, validation dataset
and test dataset. During model construction stage, the LSTM
model is first trained on training dataset. By reducing the loss
function between predicted result y and labeled result y’ on
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FIGURE 6. LSTM-based failure prediction process of GIB electrical contact.

validation dataset, parameters of LSTM model are updated
and finally saved. During failure prediction stage, ECR is
predicted using test dataset by the trained LSTM model and
model merits was evaluated. The failure threshold of GIB
electrical contact was defined and contact failure was then
predicted by the cycle point when contact failure threshold
reached.

A. CONTACT FAILURE THRESHOLD
The contact resistance could generate concentrated contact
temperature rise on contact interface which is higher than
other parts of GIB connector then decide its performance.
Thermal performance is the main factor during design and
maintenance of the high current carrying power connector.
According to standard IEC 62271-1, the maximum allowed
long-term operation temperature of Ag-plated electric power
connector is 105◦C [23].
The contact temperature rise is influenced by the con-

tact voltage drop. Relationship between the contact tem-
perature and contact resistance can be calculated by
voltage-temperature (V-T) relation [24].

Rk = Uk/I =

√
8L(T − Tb)

(T + Tb)
2

/I (1)

where Uk is contact voltage drop; I is operation current; L is
Lorenz number which is 2.4× 10.8 (V2/K2) [21]; Tc and Tb
are the temperatures of contact and connector respectively.

In this work, we define long-term connector temperature
Tb to be 398K (105◦C) [23], contact temperature Tc to be
423K (soften temperature of aluminum alloy). Long term
operation current I is 100A (minimum section area of each
copper contact finger is 20mm2 with 5A/mm2). According
the GIB contact design margin, the failure threshold of ECR
value is set as 823.5µ� which is 1.4 times of the results from
the V-T relation [25].

B. ECR CURVE SMOOTHING
The raw ECR curve of GIB electrical contact includes
both short-term and long-term trends. The short-term trend

FIGURE 7. Smoothing of ECR curve.

mainly influenced by the ECR measurement fluctuation. The
long-term trend indicates the ECR degradation process dur-
ing equipment operation. During failure prediction analy-
sis, we mainly concern the long-term degradation trend of
GIB electrical contact. Thus, Raw ECR curve obtained from
experiments should be smoothed to remove short-term trend
before fed into the LSTM neural network. An exponentially
weighted moving average (EWMA) is used in this work
to obtain smoothed ECR curve and extract the long-term
trend of raw ECR curve (Fig.7). Mathematical description of
EWMA is shown as follows

Rt =

∑t
i=0 ωirt−i∑t
i=0 ωi

(2)

where rt is the raw ECR sequence; Rt is the smoothed ECR
sequence. Exponential weight ωi is given as follows.

ωi = (1− α)i, α = 2/(1+ s). (3)

where s is the sequence span, in this paper s = 50.
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FIGURE 8. Architecture of LSTM-based failure prediction model.

V. ARCHITECTURE OF LSTM NEURAL NETWORK
ECR degradation curve of GIB electrical contact belongs to
nonlinear time sequence. A LSTM neural network is intro-
duced in this paper to realize ECR and RUL prediction of GIB
electrical contact. Architecture of LSTM neural network is
shown in Fig.8. Input sequence data was first generated from
the smoothed ECR curve by sliding windows. One sliding
window consists of m ECR values prior to time instant t
(length of observation window), and n ECR values after time
instant t (length of prediction window). The ECR sequence
of observation window was first fed into multi LSTM layers
to extract high dimension sequence features. A Fc neural
network using high dimension sequence features as input was
designed to output prediction ECR results. Model parameters
were updated by reducing loss function between real ECR
values and output predicted ECR values.

A. LSTM CELL
Long short-term memory (LSTM) is a modified recurrent
neural network (RNN) using gate units to overcome gradient
vanishing or gradient exploding problems [26]. Structure of
LSTM cell is shown in Fig.9. A LSTM cell contains three

FIGURE 9. Architecture of LSTM cell.

gates: input gate, output gate and forget gate. Input gate Gi
determines whether a new input xt could be added to memory
cell. Output gate Go determines whether cell generates out-
put ut . Forget gate Gf determines whether the previous value
ct−1 in memory cell is kept. Control signals of it (input gate),
ft (forget gate) and ot (output gate) are given as follows.

it = fg (wxixt + wuiut−1 + wcict−1 + bi)
ft = fg

(
wxf xt + wuf ut−1 + wcf ct−1 + bf

)
ot = fg (wxoxt + wuout−1 + wcoct + bo)

(4)

where xt is input, ut−1 is previous output; ct−1 is previous
value of memory cell; wxi, wui, wci are weights of input gate;
bi is bias of input gate; wxf , wuf , wcf are weights of forget
gate; bf is bias of forget gate; wxo, wuo, wco are weights of
output gate; bo is bias of output gate; fg is activation function
of gate unit. Updated LSTMmemory cell value ct and output
ut are given as follows

ct = ft × ct−1 + it × fi (wxcxt + wucut−1 + bc) (5)

ut = ot × fo (ct) (6)

where wxc, wuc are weights of input unit; bc is bias of input
unit; fi and fo are activation functions of input unit and output
unit, respectively.

B. FULLY CONNECTED NEURAL NETWORK
A fully connected (Fc) neural network is used in this work to
output ECR prediction results. Mathematical description of
fully connected neural layers is as follows

y = fn(wx + b) (7)

where x is the output of forward LSTM network also as input
of Fc neural network; w and b are weight and bias of neural
cell. fn(.) is activation function of Fc layers.

C. ACTIVATION FUNCTION AND LOSS FUNCTION
Different activation functions are used in different layers of
LSTM architecture. ReLU activation function is used in Fc
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layers for its faster computational ability. Sigmoid activation
function is used in LSTM gates to generate a control signal
between (0,1). Tanh activation function is used in LSTM
input/output units to decrease gradient vanishing or exploding
problem. Mathematical descriptions of different activation
functions are given as follows

sigmoid(x) = 1/
(
1+ e−x

)
Tanh(x) =

(
ex − e−x

)
/
(
ex + e−x

)
ReLu(x) = max(x, 0)

(8)

During model evaluation process, hyperparameters of the
LSTM model such as weights and biases are optimized by
reducing loss function between real ECR values and output
prediction values through gradient descent method.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LSTM-based failure prediction model of GIB electrical con-
tact is built in this paper. Detailed model configuration
is shown in Table 2. Total ECR curve was split to train-
ing dataset, validation dataset and test dataset. The training
dataset and validation dataset was used to train the model.
The independent test dataset was used to realize ECR pre-
diction by the trained model. Sequence features of input
ECR curve were extracted by multi LSTM layers. Extracted
sequence features were then fed into fully connected (Fc)
layers to output prediction results. 50% dropout were used
to fight against overfitting problem. Loss function was min-
imized by the Adam optimizer. RUL prediction model was
trained on a laptop workstation (Intel i7-8750, 32G RAM,
NVidia p2000 GPU accelerator) under the Keras environment
(Googles’ TensorFlow backend). Length of observation win-
dow is 20, and length of prediction window is 5. Three other
time sequence prediction methods including the autoregres-
sive integrated moving average (ARIMA), the multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP), and the convolutional neural network (CNN)
were chosen to compare with performance of introduced
method.

TABLE 2. Configuration of proposed LSTM model.

Metrics of LSTM model was evaluated by THE root mean
square percentage error (RMSPE), mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE), and R-squared (R_sq) value which are defined
as follows.

RMSPE =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

(
ŷi − yi
ŷi

)2

(9)

MAPE =
1
N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ ŷi − yiŷi

∣∣∣∣ (10)

R_sq = 1−

N∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi)2

N∑
i=1

(ŷi − ȳ)2
(11)

where ŷi is the true ECR value; yi is the LSTM model pre-
dicted ECR value; ȳ is the mean value of true ECR.

A. SINGLE-STEP ECR PREDICTION
Single-step ECR prediction results of GIB electrical contact
inside different insulation gases are shown in Fig.10. Perfor-
mance of model metrics is listed in Table. 3. Results show that
with obvious increasing trend ECR curve inside air, LSTM
model performs worse than simpler ARIMA model due to
overfitting problem. However, ECR curves inside N2 and
SF6 gases are obvious nonlinear with much more complex
deterioration behavior, LSTM model shows much better per-
formance than other methods for its excellent time-depend
nonlinear fitting ability. Thus, the proposed LSTM is suitable
for ECR prediction of GIB electrical contact surrounded by
SF6, N2 and air insulation gases.

TABLE 3. Metrics of differnet methods for single-step prediction.

B. MULTI-STEP ECR PREDICTION
Multi-step ECR prediction results of GIB electrical contact
inside different insulation gases are shown in Fig.11. Perfor-
mance of model metrics are listed in Table.4.

Similar as results of single-step prediction. ARIMAmodel
performs better than other models for the multi-step ECR
prediction of GIB electrical contact inside air with obvious
increasing trend. However, LSTM is more suitable for the
multi-step ECR prediction of GIB electrical contact inside
N2 and SF6 gases with much more complex deterioration
behavior and more obvious nonlinear ECR curve Thus, pro-
posed LSTM is suitable for multi-step ECR prediction of GIB
electrical contact surrounded by SF6, N2 and air insulation
gases.
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FIGURE 10. Single-step ECR prediction results of GIB electrical contact.

FIGURE 11. Multi-step ECR prediction results of GIB electrical contact.

TABLE 4. Metrics of differnet methods for multi-step prediction.

C. ACTIVATION FUNCTION AND LOSS FUNCTION
Failure prediction results of GIB electrical contact obtained
by LSTM method are listed in Table 5. Single-step and
multi-step failure prediction results inside air are 15 cycles
and 20 cycles after contact failure happens (failure point).
RUL prediction results inside N2 is 118 cycles after (sin-
gle step) and 116 cycles before (multi-step) contact failure
happens. Failure prediction results inside SF6 is 18 cycles
(single step) and 42 cycles (multi step) before failure point.
Considering 3 thermal cycle loads per day [19], maximum

TABLE 5. Failure prediction results of GIB electrical contact.

failure prediction error for GIB electrical contact is 40 days
and it is enough to make preventive maintenance.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this study, contact deterioration behavior of GIB electrical
contact inside different insulation gases (SF6, N2 and Air)
under low and high load currents (20A and 60A) are ana-
lyzed. Using defined failure threshold and measured contact
resistance curve, a failure prediction method of GIB electrical
contact based on LSTM is developed. This work could yield
novel information for our understanding of how electrical
contact deteriorate under high current load within medium
other than air, and provide a sound technical support for the
design, manufacturing, and condition maintenance of both air
and gas insulated power equipment. Conclusions are summa-
rized as follows.
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1) Insulation gas and operation current could influence the
current-carrying wear mechanisms and contact deterioration
behaviors of GIB connector. Contact deterioration process
inside SF6 and N2 gas is smaller than that in air with less
oxidation effect. With increase of load current, contact dete-
rioration inside SF6 gas becomes more severe than N2 gas
with the formation of high resistivity fluoride and sulphide
composites under local high temperature rise.

2) It is found that ECR curve of GIB electrical contact can
be smoothed by EWMA to extract its long-term trend. LSTM
architecture can be used to extract high dimension sequence
features embedded in ECR curve. A Fc neural network can
finalize ECR prediction task.

3) Comparedwith other time sequence predictionmethods,
proposed LSTM method helps obtain better single-step and
multi-step failure prediction results of GIB electrical contact
especially inside SF6 gas with much more obvious nonlinear
ECR deterioration process.
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